MEDIA STATEMENT
TO: ALL MEDIA
DATE: 05 AUGUST 2022
COGTA & HUMAN SETTLEMENTS COMMTTEE PROBES ESKOM, CITY POWER
CHALLENGES
The Gauteng Department of Cooperative Governance (COGTA), Eskom and City Power
yesterday (Thursday, 4 August 2022) appeared before the Legislature’s Portfolio Committee
on COGTA & Human Settlements to account for persistent power supply challenges
plaguing Gauteng.
The engagement was necessitated by the Committee’s concerns with widespread power
outages and infrastructure breakdowns exacerbated by loadshedding. Other concerns
include unending billing issues and poor customer service responses experienced by
Gauteng residents. While acknowledging the national power crisis the Committee lamented
prevalent challenges inherent to Gauteng – noting that the province is the economic hub
of South Africa.
Speaking in yesterday’s meeting, Committee Chairperson, Honourable Kedibone DialeTlabela, said the Committee was concerned that prevalent power challenges facing the
province were beginning to trigger public frustration. Strongly condemning the acts, she
referenced the recent Tembisa protests resulting in the death of civilians and damages to
public infrastructure as “a clear indication of a looming crisis”. She urged communities to
exercise their right to protest peacefully.
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The engagement formed part of the Committee’s attempts to address electricity challenges
at both municipal and provincial levels by holding relevant authorities accountable for
persisting inefficiencies.
Eskom and City Power cited various challenges, which have led to increasingly high
frequency network interruptions, prolonged outages, and general customer dissatisfaction.
Another major challenge reported by the entities was an increase in immigrants relocating
to Gauteng in search of economic opportunities, translating into an informal settlements’
sprawl, and added pressure on the provincial power grid. Furthermore, high unemployment
means that some communities do not pay for electricity use, which often necessitates
power cuts in certain areas – the two entities reported.
The entities acknowledged a lack of collaboration with municipalities and Councillors in
driving community awareness regarding the power crisis, with emphasis on the public’s
efforts to contribute towards eradicating prevalent challenges.
City Power’s Chief Operational Officer shared some innovations currently being explored
by the entity, which include power infrastructure technology for theft-proof designs and
installations; strengthening and upgrading of networks; outage management; and network
performance improvements.
In response, Hon. Diale-Tlabela, emphasised the need to bridge the gap between the two
electricity service providers and Gauteng residents through comprehensive awareness
efforts and collaboration with all key players.
“Amongst others, the security cluster needs to be brought on board to safeguard public
infrastructure and protect communities,” she added.
Other Committee Members highlighted several other issues experienced by different
Gauteng communities. One was that of Soweto residents who have experienced power
outages for months due to a handful of defaulting customers and households in their
areas.
The Committee urged the entities to thoroughly profile consumers ahead of instituting
power cuts, to ensure that paying customers are not adversely affected due to the
defaulting few in the neighbourhoods. Furthermore, the entities were urged to accelerate
response times for all logged calls, as prolonged outages in communities were an open
door for criminal activity and attacks on vulnerable community members.
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Meanwhile, the Committee recommended several proposals and initiatives to catalyse the
resolution of some of the pressing power challenges, emphasizing the “urgent need for
speedy implementation to mitigate civil unrest and further loss of income for small
businesses”.
The Committee reiterated the two entities’ responsibility to promptly deploy their resources
towards resolving challenges.
Hon. Diale-Tlabela continued, “This unusual situation requires drastic change and
innovative solutions to address challenges experienced by the communities of Gauteng as
electricity woes surge.”
The Committee will convene a Province-wide stakeholder engagement session in
September to formalise collaboration among different stakeholders to resolve the
provinces power challenges. Eskom and City Power are expected to present clear action
plans with timelines.
Details of the meeting will be communicated to all stakeholders for meaningful
participation.
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